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Abstract: The microstructural stability during aging at 750 ◦ C of the γ/γ0 nickel-based superalloy
AD730TM is investigated in this work. Strain-free aging and aging during fatigue tests are conducted,
with a focus on the influence of the strain ratio, the maximum applied strain, and the cycle waveform
(with or without dwell). Two classical mechanisms of γ0 precipitates aging are identified at 750 ◦ C: the
coarsening of small spherical γ0 precipitates via the thermally-activated Ostwald ripening process and
the coalescence of at least two precipitates into one. These mechanisms appeared to be concomitant
during aging. It has been demonstrated that the coarsening kinetics of γ0 precipitates can be described
by a classical Lifshitz-Slyozow-Wagner (LSW) equation. The introduction of a cyclic strain during
aging at 750 ◦ C increases the coarsening kinetics by means of changes in the volume diffusion of
γ0 -forming elements and of constraint misfit effects. More precisely, it is shown that the higher the
maximum applied strain and/or the strain rate, the higher the coarsening rates. Finally, dwell-fatigue
promotes the activation of the γ0 coalescence at 750 ◦ C.
Keywords: nickel-based superalloys; growth mechanisms; coarsening; coalescence; fatigue;
creep-fatigue; γ0 precipitates; high temperature

1. Introduction
Polycrystalline forged γ/γ0 nickel-based superalloys are widely used in rotating parts of
aero-engines since they retain high mechanical properties at temperatures above 600 ◦ C, thanks
to the strengthening γ0 phase and in conjunction with a good oxidation resistance [1,2]. The current
need to limit the environmental footprint of aero-engines partly involves an increase in operating
temperatures [3]. It is therefore necessary to study the stability of the nickel-based superalloy
microstructure when maintained at high temperatures for long durations.
In γ/γ0 nickel-based superalloys such as the cast and wrought AD730TM material used in this
study [4], the γ0 precipitates Ni3 (Al, Ti) (L12 lattice) are coherent with the γ matrix (fcc) [5]. Depending
on the heat treatment routines and the cooling rates, multimodal γ0 populations with different sizes,
morphologies, and chemical compositions can be obtained [1,6–9]. When exposed at high temperatures,
the non-equilibrium microstructure may evolve (the so-called over-aging simply referred to as “aging”
for the rest of the manuscript), depending on the temperature, chemistry of the alloy, and possible
residual (micro-) segregation. One of the evidences of the aging is the increase in the average size of the
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dispersed γ0 phase over time through elemental volume diffusion in the matrix [10]. The growth of γ’
precipitates is of paramount importance since it is well known it can have an impact on the mechanical
properties at moderate temperatures (600–800 ◦ C), for example, by decreasing the tensile strength
and creep properties [11] or increasing the stress relaxation rates [11,12]. The driving force for this
phenomenon is the reduction of the γ/γ0 system energy via the decrease of the total interfacial area of
dispersed γ0 phase [13]. Two main mechanisms generally arise to enable this total energy decrease:
the coarsening via an Ostwald ripening process and the coalescence. For the former, particles with
a radius R above a critical radius R* will grow at the expense of those with a radius such as R < R*
and eventually end up by being dissolved [14,15]. The Ostwald ripening is a thermally-activated
phenomenon that has been extensively studied during the past century [10,14,16–22]. In 1961, Lifshitz,
Slyozow, and Wagner established an empirical equation relating the average radius <R> of a second
phase population to the aging time t: <R>3 - <R0 >3 = k × t [23,24], where <R0 > is the initial average
particle radius, k is the coarsening rate depending, among other parameters, on the γ/γ0 surface energy,
the aging temperature, and the misfit between the γ and γ0 phases [17]. This relation is since then
referred as the LSW law and relies on several assumptions such as a second phase volume fraction
approaching zero in a stress-free system and negligible interactions between the spherical particles [17].
Although this equation was originally established for simple binary systems, several authors have
reported that the growth of γ0 precipitates at high temperatures in nickel-based superalloys can be
described by LSW equations and obeys to the Ostwald ripening theory [8,18,25–28]. If the second phase
particles are close enough, another solid particle growth mechanism can take place at high temperature,
namely the coalescence of two small particles into one coarser particle [29–31]. This phenomenon
involves a necking between the two particles ensured by the overlapping of their interdiffusional
zones [30–32]. It can be enhanced by a high dislocation density at the γ/γ0 interface [33]. Because of the
induced merging of two particles into one, the coalescence of particles leads to a decrease in particle
density with aging time [31]. Both the coarsening and coalescence mechanisms are involved in the
increase in average size of a γ0 precipitates population during aging at high temperature.
The present study is not only focused on the discussion of the stress/strain-free aging of the
γ0 precipitates, but aims as well at improving the understanding of aging kinetics when external
stresses/strains are applied. Indeed such conditions are considered to be more representative of actual
loading conditions and aging taking place at the tip of a fatigue crack. Even though the γ and γ0 phases
are coherent, their respective lattice parameters are not equal and consequently, a misfit exists between
the two phases [34]. This misfit is at the core of the strengthening effect due to the γ0 precipitation
and it induces an elastically-accommodated stress field surrounding the precipitates [35]. When an
external stress/strain is applied, the misfit [36,37] and the local diffusion potential at the precipitate
interfaces [38–40] can change. Both contributions have an impact on the LSW kinetics coefficient and
therefore on the growth of γ0 precipitates at high temperature. Moreover, if dislocation glide is activated,
dislocations can act as preferential diffusion path for the elements via pipe diffusion, enhancing the
γ0 coarsening [35,39,41–44]. The influence of a monotonic loading on the oriented coarsening and/or
coalescence of precipitates has been very well documented during this past decade, for instance in an
Al–Cu–Mg–Ag and an Al–Cu alloys by Skrotzki et al.; in Fe–N alloys by Sauthoff [35,45,46]; and in
nickel-based superalloys [47–54]. This last point mostly consists of numerous works on the very high
temperature γ0 rafting in Ni-based single-crystal superalloys, which is a mechanism depending on
the γ/γ0 misfit sign and amplitude, as well as on the sign of the externally applied stress. Therefore,
it is also related to the stress triaxiality, as shown by Caccuri et al. [49] and Cao et al. [55] on single
crystal superalloys CMSX-4 and ERBO1 (a variant of CMSX-4 alloy), respectively. However, studies
on polycrystalline superalloys [56–58] or on the effect of a cyclic loading on the aging kinetics [59,60]
at medium temperature are rather sparse. For that reason, the objective of the present study is to
improve the understanding of γ0 coarsening kinetics under a cyclic loading at 750 ◦ C in the nickel-based
superalloy AD730TM .
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with a secondary electron detector at a constant acceleration voltage of 25 kV and a ~6 mm working
distance. The smallest γ0 populations are analyzed using 15 images taken in randomly selected zones
with a 50,000× magnification. The corresponding area covers 60 µm2 and at least 5,000 particles per
sample are analyzed in order to ensure a sufficient statistics. The Visilog® 6.9 software (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) is used for the subsequent image analysis. The particle characteristics
studied are the mean equivalent radius, the surface fraction and density, and the inter-particle distance.
Thanks to Visilog®6.9, we count particles and measure their projected surface. The equivalent radius
of a particle is the radius of a same projected surface disk. The surface fraction is the percentage of
the particles’ surface relative to the overall surface analyzed. The surface density is the number of
particles counted in 1 µm2 . The spherical γ0 population characteristics obtained just after the heat
treatment, which will be referred as the initial γ0 precipitation state from now on, are presented in
Table 2. An overlap of the two spherical populations exists on the particle size distribution (PSD)
functions. A last step of peak deconvolution with two Gaussians is required to describe the particle
sizes. In this study, the means of the two fitted Gaussians are used as the mean particle size for each γ0
population. The mean characteristics of the two spherical γ0 population combined (i.e., γ0 II + γ0 III ) are
also studied. It should be noted that particles with a size smaller than 10 nm are not analyzed due to
the SEM resolution limit and image artefacts.
Table 2. Initial particle characteristics of γ0 precipitates at aging t = 0 h.
Particle Populations

Equivalent
Diameter (nm)

Surface Fraction
(%)

Surface Density
(µm−2 )

γ Width
(nm)

Cubical γ’
Spherical secondary γ’
Spherical tertiary γ’
Coalescing

293 ± 15
28.7 ± 2.3
14.7 ± 1.5
35.3 ± 2.8

10.1 ± 0.5
14.3 ± 1.0
0.40 ± 0.05
1.58 ± 0.3

1.40 ± 0.1
179.0 ± 12
30.0 ± 4.0
15.7 ± 3.0

34.3 ± 1.5
-

As previously said, some γ0 precipitates coalesce during the heat treatment, introducing a fourth
population of coalescing particles (i.e., particles whose necking phase is still noticeable). During the
image analysis, these particles are discriminated from the others by considering their aspect ratio AR ,
with AR = ddmax , dmin , and dmax being the minimal and maximal orthogonal diameters. The aspect ratio
min
of coalescing particles is greater than 1.2, while the non-coalescing spherical particles have an aspect
ratio between 1 and 1.2. The characteristics of the coalescing particles in the initial microstructure can
be found in Table 2.
Cylindrical specimens of ~13 mm in diameter and ~4 mm in height are used for the study of
the strain-free aging of the AD730TM microstructure at 750 ◦ C. The samples are exposed in a resistive
furnace up to 429 h (temperature accuracy of +/−1 ◦ C).
Tensile tests are conducted on the heat-treated specimens to determine initial mechanical
characteristics of the material. At 750 ◦ C and with a strain rate of 5.0 × 10−4 ·s−1 , the Young modulus
E is 164 GPa, the yield strength Rp0.2% is around 880 MPa, and the ultimate tensile test Rm is around
1030 MPa.
γ0

2.2. Interrupted Strain-Controlled Fatigue Tests
Cylindrical blanks are heat-treated following the procedure previously described. Cylindrical
fatigue specimens are then machined from these blanks. The total length of the specimen is 56 mm
and the heads’ diameter is 12 mm. The gauge length is 13 mm long and the diameter is 4.3 mm.
Prior to testing, the gauge lengths are low-stress mirror-polished up to the 1 µm diamond paste
grade. The strain-controlled fatigue test matrix is presented in Table 3. All tests are performed at
750 ◦ C in laboratory air and with an Instron 8862 machine (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA). Two loading
waveforms are used: 10-0-10 pure fatigue cycles with 10 s loading and unloading (f = 0.05 Hz) and
10-300-10 dwell-fatigue cycles with a dwell-period at maximum strain of 300 s. Two strain ratios
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are considered: Rε = −1 and Rε = 0.05. Tests at Rε = −1 are performed with two total strain ranges
of ∆εt = 0.6% and ∆εt = 0.4%. These ranges are chosen so that the test durations provide proper
conditions for the analysis of aging effects. In order to compare the results, tests at Rε = 0.05 are
performed by considering the same values of the maximal strain, namely 0.3% and 0.2%. Since the
waveforms remain unchanged regarding the total strain ranges applied, one can note that the strain
rates vary from one test to another. All the fatigue tests are interrupted at 186 h so as to compare
the different aged microstructures. This duration is chosen based on the duration of the shortest test
(the only one leading to rupture). All the other tests are longer and therefore are interrupted tests.
As indicated in Table 3, additional test durations are included for the test condition “pure fatigue – Rε
= −1 – ∆εt = 0.4%” in order to investigate the effect of cyclic straining on the aging kinetics.
Table 3. Interrupted strain-controlled test matrix at 750 ◦ C.
Test

Rε

εmax

∆ε

Strain Waveform

Duration

Fatigue
Fatigue*
*Only test carried out
up to failure
Fatigue Dwell
Fatigue Dwell
Fatigue
Fatigue
Fatigue
Fatigue
Fatigue Dwell
Fatigue Dwell

−1

0.2%

0.4%

10-0-10

186 h

−1

0.3%

0.6%

10-0-10

186 h

−1
−1
−1
−1
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.2%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.3%
0.2%
0.3%

0.4%
0.6%
0.4%
0.4%
0.19%
0.285%
0.19%
0.285%

10-300-10
10-300-10
10-0-10
10-0-10
10-0-10
10-0-10
10-300-10
10-300-10

186 h
186 h
47 h
361 h
186 h
186 h
186 h
186 h

3. Results
3.1. Strain-Free Aging: Reference Curve
SEM images of the γ0 precipitates coarsening after the 0 h, 144 h, 262 h, and 429 h strain-free aging
at 750 ◦ C are provided in Figure 2. The corresponding PSD functions are presented in Figure 3. Except
for the 429 h case, two Gaussian functions can systematically be fitted to the PSDs. The threshold
size separating the secondary γ0 from the tertiary γ0 is chosen to be the size at which the Gaussian
functions intersect at each other since there is always an overlapping of the fitted Gaussian functions.
This intersection appears to remain constant, around 16.5 nm, regardless of the aging duration.
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The variations in the characteristic values of coalescing particles are studied. In Figure 10a,b, the
equivalent mean radiuses and the surface fractions for every aging condition are reported. Most of the
fatigue conditions lead to an increase of the size of coalescing particles compared to the strain-free
aging condition. As it is shown Figure 10c, the fatigue tests leading to the highest size increases are
the 10-0-10 ones. The particle coarsening increase can be as high as 14% for the 10-0-10 condition at
Rε = 0.05 and εmax = 0.2%. A LSW equation can be fitted to the variation of coalescing particle size
during the tests with Rε = −1 and εmax = 0.2%: the growth kinetics of the LSW equation obtained
is kLSW-20 = 39.48 nm3 .h-1 . In Figure 10b,d, it can be seen that the surface densities vary according
to the strain cycling conditions. Indeed, the 10-0-10 tests lead to lower surface densities while the
10-300-10 tests result in much higher surface densities with increases as high as 40% compared to the
strain-free results.
Finally, some parallels can be drawn between fatigue behaviors and the resulting microstructure:
•

(a) in mean sizes of secondary γ0 is related to
(b)the average stress amplitudes
In Figure 11a, the increase
0
during testing as well as the slight decrease in tertiary γ size in Figure 11b. It should be noted
that the correlations are the same when plotted versus strain rates. Indeed, loading and unloading
durations being kept constant at 10 s, the higher the strain/stress amplitudes, the higher the
strain rates.

h, another threshold size criterion needs to be used. As for the strain-free aging analysis, this is the
intersection between the Gaussian curves fitting the secondary and tertiary γ′ PSDs that is retained.
The only difference is that, while this threshold size remains constant over the strain-free aging time,
a scatter is noticed in the threshold values after the 186 h fatigue tests. With the use of this new
threshold,
Metals
2020, 10,the
426 variations of the equivalent mean radius, surface fractions and densities of secondary
11 of 19
and tertiary γ′ can be found in Figure 9. The surface densities and fractions of each γ′ population are
normalized by the corresponding minimal value to simplify the comparison. From the mean size
•
Figure 11c,d deal with coalescing particles: they respectively show the decrease in mean size and
results in Figure 9a, it can be sorted out that both a high value of the maximal strain and a strain ratio
the increase in surface fraction as a function of the mean stress during the 186 h fatigue tests.
of Rε = −1 promote the growth of secondary γ′. In Figure 10c, the main trends are that the dwell-fatigue
The mean stress used is the averaged value over time. Regarding the dwell-fatigue conditions,
10-300-10 cycles enhance the tertiary γ′ shrinkage at Rε = 0.05, whereas the “pure fatigue” 10-0-10
since 94% of the test duration is spent at maximal stress, the mean stress is considered to be the
cycles enhance it at Rε = −1. These trends are confirmed by the surface density and fraction values of
average maximal stress throughout the test.
tertiary γ′ in Figure 9d, with lower values for the considered test conditions.
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during the tests with Rε = −1 and εmax = 0.2%: the growth kinetics of the LSW equation obtained is kLSW2′ = 39.48 nm3.h-1. In Figure 10b,d, it can be seen that the surface densities vary according to the strain
cycling conditions. Indeed, the 10-0-10 tests lead to lower surface densities while the 10-300-10 tests
result in much higher surface densities with increases as high as 40% compared to the strain-free
results.
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Figure 10. Evolution of coalescing particle: (a) radius; (b) surface fractions; after strain-free aging
(black), fatigue tests with 10-0-10 cycles (blue) and 10-300-10 cycles (red). Comparison of the particle
characteristics between the different 186 h fatigue test conditions: (c) mean radius; (d) surface fraction
and density.

•

Figure 11c,d deal with coalescing particles: they respectively show the decrease in mean
size and the increase in surface fraction as a function of the mean stress during the 186
h fatigue tests. The mean stress used is the averaged value over time. Regarding the
dwell-fatigue conditions, since 94% of the test duration is spent at maximal stress,
the
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mean stress is considered to be the average maximal stress throughout the test.
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4. Discussion
4. Discussion
The aging of γ0 precipitation at 750 ◦ C with and without cyclic applied strain has been investigated.
The aging of γ′ precipitation at 750 °C with and without cyclic applied strain has been
Regarding the results presented above, several topics are being discussed now. A focus is first made
investigated. Regarding the results presented above, several topics are being discussed now. A focus
on the importance of the criterion used to determine the threshold size dissociating the secondary
is first made on
the importance of the criterion used to determine the threshold size dissociating the
and tertiary γ0 populations. Then, the mechanism of coalescence during the strain-free aging and the
secondary and tertiary γ′ populations.
Then, the mechanism of coalescence during the strain-free
influence of fatigue cycling on the γ0 aging are discussed in deeper details.
aging and the influence of fatigue cycling on the γ′ aging are discussed in deeper details.
4.1. Choice of the Threshold Size
Beside the agreement between the fitted LSW law and the increase of secondary γ0 size
experimentally determined during the strain-free aging (Figure 4a), the other main evidence that an
Ostwald ripening mechanism is taking place at 750 ◦ C in then AD730TM is the decrease observed
in the tertiary γ0 surface density (Figure 4f). For the strain-free aging analysis, the criterion chosen
to discriminate the γ0 II and γ0 III populations, i.e., the intersection between the two fitted Gaussian
functions, can however be discussed.
Indeed, in the Ostwald ripening theory and considering a homogeneous monomodal particle
population, the critical radius R* below which particles shrink and above which particles grow, is the
mean size <R> of the population [14,15,61]. In the present study, while not shown in the present paper,
it was noticed that the use of the mean size of all the spherical γ0 precipitates does not end up in any
meaningful tendency. Several reasons explain this observation. On the one hand, the initial state of the
spherical γ0 population is not monomodal and, moreover, exhibits an overlapping between the two
γ0 II and γ0 III populations (Figure 3). On the other hand, the spatial distribution of the tertiary γ0 is not
homogeneous. Indeed, as shown Figure 1c, most of the γ0 III surround the coarse cubical γ0 . The reason
is that this small population of γ0 is the last one to precipitate during the heat-treatment, while the first
population to precipitate is the cubical one [7]. The tertiary γ0 population precipitates after 800◦ C/4h
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annealing and upon cooling. As for any precipitation mechanism, the thermodynamic driving force for
the γ0 III to precipitate is the supersaturation in γ0 -forming elements (Al, Ti). Thus, when the secondary
γ0 population has precipitated, the regions where γ0 -forming elements are the most abundant during
the two subsequent annealing treatments are located in the neighborhood of the cubical γ0 . The spatial
distribution of tertiary γ0 ultimately ends to be localized and not homogeneous. It is then possible that
the Ostwald ripening process does not take place immediately in all the microstructure volume, but
first around the cubical γ0 particles. This assumption cannot be readily confirmed by image analysis
and is not clearly observable in the microstructure frames in Figure 2. It must be recalled eventually
that the Ostwald ripening theory relies on the hypothesis of a near-zero γ0 volume fraction [17].
All things considered, since the intersection of the two fitted Gaussians remains fairly stable
during the strain-free aging, this criterion is assumed to be a relevant one for the present purpose.
4.2. Coalescence Thermally and Time Dependent
Regarding the coalescing particles, a LSW equation can also be fitted to their size variation over
aging time with a coarsening rate of 28.00 nm3 .h−1 . For the record, the coalescence occurs in two steps
with no change in the γ0 phase volume involved: (1) necking between at least two precipitates; (2)
formation of one coarser spherical precipitate. When we consider the LSW kinetics associated to the
growth of particles whose volume is twice the one of spherical γ0 precipitates, we obtain a theoretical
kLSW of about 21.84 nm3 ·h-1 instead of the experimental 28.00 nm3 ·h−1 . The main reason accounting
for this result is that the coalescing particles analyzed can also be constituted of more than two bonded
particles. We determine that the average coalescing particles is made of 2.3 spherical precipitates.
Till 300 h of aging at 750 ◦ C, the surface density of coalescing precipitates does not noticeably
increase (Figure 5b), meaning that the rate of necking between particles is equal to the rate of formation
of a coalesced particle in its final state (i.e., a spherical precipitate). The temperature of 750 ◦ C is
sufficient to activate the coalescence mechanism in the AD730TM . However, it seems from Figure 5b
that the surface density increases between 300 h and 400 h of aging. The γ0 microstructure has reached
a state where the kinetics of coalescence between particles is increasing, leading to more coalescing
particles observed. Through this result, we can assert that coalescence is indirectly time-dependent
in which it is influenced by the microstructure aging itself. One of the explanations relies on the
concomitance of the coarsening and coalescence mechanisms. At 400 h, the very small precipitates
(e.g., tertiary γ0 ) required for the Ostwald ripening of coarser precipitates are very few. To ensure the
reduction in total interfacial energy, the coalescence rate increases.
4.3. Thermomechanical Contribution to Aging Mechanisms?
As shown in Figure 10, when a cyclic strain is applied and, in the present case, within the
macroscopic elastic domain, the LSW coarsening kinetics of γ0 II and coalescing precipitates are
increased. The ratios between the LSW kinetic coefficients obtained during the fatigue condition
k
18.00
Rε = −1 and εmax = 0.2% and the strain-free conditions are: kLSW-2 = 12.11
= 1.49 for the γ0 II coarsening.
LSW-1
Based on Equation (2), the physical quantities that may be influenced by cyclic strain/stress at 750 ◦ C are
the surface energy γ via a change in the constraint γ/ γ0 lattice misfit, the diffusion coefficient D [37], and
the solute equilibrium concentration C∞ [60]. For the former, the impact of the strain/stress leads to a
decrease of the constraint misfit [34,36], which is slightly negative in the AD730TM as shown by Durand
in its PhD thesis works [62]. The subsequent reduction in the coherency between the γ and γ0 phases
causes a drop in the precipitate stability, enhancing Ostwald ripening kinetics [45]. The applied strain
also has an effect on the lattice itself, the deformation easing the diffusion of γ0 -forming elements in the γ
matrix, notably via the increase in vacancy density [63–67]. Even though most of the fatigue conditions
tested do not activate macro-plasticity, dislocation movements can still be initiated and consequently act
as diffusion paths for elements, enabling the “pipe diffusion” mechanism [35,39,41,43,44]. Eventually,
Johnson showed in his work from 1987 that the solute equilibrium concentration around precipitates
can differ between the strained and strain-free conditions [68]. Thus, this is most likely the increase
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in volume diffusion of γ0 -forming elements thanks to lattice deformation and “pipe diffusion” that
is enhanced under fatigue loading. Establishing another LSW equation with additional fatigue test
conditions (i.e., fatigue tests with the same applied strain amplitudes but with different durations)
would give further clues to understand the effect of a cyclic strain on the LSW kinetic coefficient kLSW .
Following these observations, the result shown Figure 9a by which the higher the maximal imposed
strain εmax , the higher the γ0 II coarsening kinetics, was then expected.
In the same way, a strain ratio of Rε = −1 is more efficient in enhancing the coarsening kinetics
than Rε = 0.05. However this effect is not to be related to the average mean stress, but rather to the
average stress amplitude, and consequently to the strain rate as shown Figure 11a. Two factors, maybe
synergistically, are responsible for this result:
•

•

The first one is that a high strain rate leads to a more difficult accommodation of stress and strain
fields surrounding the precipitates, leading to a slightly higher instability of the γ/γ0 interface
and promoting the Ostwald ripening phenomenon. This is supported by the fact that, in most
cases, the introduction of a 300 s dwell-period at maximal strain tones down the increase in aging
kinetics: dwell-periods allow the near-precipitate lattice to accommodate the changes in strain
and stress local fields.
The second one is that diffusion coefficients of elements are linearly dependent on the strain rate.
Girifalco et al., Forestieri et al., and Angiolini et al. [63,64,66] established this result on silver and
Cu–Zn alloys. Indeed, the diffusion coefficient under strain (Ds) can be written as following an
Arrhenius law (Equation (3)) related to the strain value imposed (s), the activation energy per unit
strain (Q’) and the diffusion coefficient in strain-free conditions (D) [69].

DS =De

−Q0s
kT

(3)

The role of the compressive loading phases in the γ0 II coarsening kinetics increase during Rε =
−1 tests is not fully understood yet, but works on a single crystal Ni–Al alloy from Prikhodko et al.,
suggest that compressive stresses at 640 ◦ C slow down the coarsening kinetics of precipitates [70].
The Equation (3) also suggests that a compressive strain increases the diffusion coefficient, hence the
aging kinetics. On their work on the effect of linear friction welding on the microstructure changes of a
nickel-based superalloy, Ola et al. shows on this basis that the dissolution rate of γ’ precipitates is
increased in the zone affected both by temperature and compressive loading.
Regarding the coalescing particle population, the main fatigue parameter influencing its changes
over time is the cycle waveform. The dwell-fatigue tests with 10-300-10 cycles lead to higher surface
densities while the 10-0-10 tests have no effect on that (Figure 10d). Therefore, it can be asserted that
10-300-10 conditions accelerate the rate of coalescence between precipitates at 750 ◦ C. The fatigue
parameter that accounts for these observations is the mean stress (temporal average), with the mean
stress of the 10-300-10 tests being close to the maximal stress (Figure 11c,d). High mean stresses provide
the conditions for the coalescence rate to increase during fatigue tests, for instance thanks to a greater
dislocation density at the γ/γ0 interface [33].
5. Conclusions
From the study of the coarse-grained AD730TM microstructure aging during strain-free exposure
or strain-controlled cyclic loading at 750 ◦ C, the main conclusions are:
(1)

Strain-free aging at 750 ◦ C activates two concomitant microstructure aging mechanisms: the
coarsening and the coalescence of γ0 . The spherical γ0 II precipitates coarsen via a thermally
activated Ostwald ripening process following a cubic LSW equation. This coarsening takes place
at the expense of the small tertiary γ0 that end up by being completely dissolved. The inter-particle
distance then increases during the aging. The coalescence of precipitates and particularly the
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necking rate between them remains steady during strain-free aging, but can increase when small
precipitates involved in Ostwald ripening are getting fewer.
Aging mechanisms are not only thermally controlled, but also mechanically controlled:
•

•

•

•

When a cyclic strain is applied, the Ostwald ripening kinetics is enhanced. The main reasons
are the effect of stress/strain on the misfit, the increase in the γ/γ0 interface energy, and the
γ0 -forming element diffusion through the γ matrix, promoted by lattice deformation and
“pipe diffusion” via dislocations. Hence, it has been shown that the higher the maximal
strain, the greater the γ0 coarsening kinetics.
A strain ratio of −1 compared to 0.05 is more efficient in enhancing the coarsening kinetics.
That is, because the coarsening of γ0 II precipitates depends on the stress amplitude and the
strain rate.
Moreover, 10-300-10 dwell-fatigue loading is less efficient to increase the coarsening kinetics
compared to the 10-0-10 fatigue loading, thanks to a better accommodation of the deformation
in dwell conditions.
Dwell-fatigue increases the coalescence rate of γ0 particles at 750 ◦ C due to the applied high
mean stress. Fatigue loading with low mean stresses does not increase γ0 coalescence kinetics
compared to strain-free conditions.
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